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ABSTRACT Novel air traffic management (ATM) strategies are proposed through the Next Generation Air
Transportation and Single European Sky for ATM Research projects to improve the capacity of the airspace
and to meet the demands of the future air traffic. The implementation of the proposed solutions leads to
increasing use of wireless data for aeronautical communications. Another emerging trend is the unmanned
aerial vehicles. The unmanned aerial systems (UASs) need reliable wireless data link and dedicated spectrum
allocation for its operation. On-board broadband connectivity also needs dedicated spectrum to satisfy the
quality of service requirements of the users. With the growing demand, the aeronautical spectrum is expected
to be congested. However, the studies revealed that the aeronautical spectrum is underutilized due to the
static spectrum allocation strategy. The aeronautical communication systems, such as air–air and air–ground
communication systems, inflight infotainment systems, wireless avionics intra-communications, and UAS,
can benefit significantly from the introduction of cognitive radio-based transmission schemes. This paper
summarizes the current trends in aeronautical spectrum management followed by the major applications
and contributions of cognitive radio in solving the spectrum scarcity crisis in the aeronautical domain. Also,
to cope with the evolving technological advancement, researchers have prioritized the issues in the case of
cognitive radio that needs to be addressed depending on the domain of operation. The proposed cognitive
aeronautical communication systems should also be compliant with the Aeronautical Radio Incorporated and
Aerospace Recommended Practice standards. An overview of these standards and the challenges that need
immediate attention to make the solution feasible for a large-scale operation, along with the future avenues
of research is also furnished.

INDEX TERMS Aeronautical communications, cognitive radio, interweave mode, overlay mode, underlay
mode.

I. INTRODUCTION
Aeronautical frequency spectrum demands have always been
critical for aviation and is expected to be even more crucial
with the steady rise in air traffic and the implementation of
new technologies. The tremendous growth of the aviation
industry over the past two decades forecast to double the
air transport capacity by 2025. The traffic is expected to
increase up to 22 million flights per year with an average of
72000 commercial flights and 480000 general aviation flights
on a peak day [1], [2]. The number of passengers depending
on air transport systems is rising steadily, creating a daunting
challenge for airlines to keep the aircraft safe in an even
more crowded airspace. Each day, 8.3 million people around
the globe - roughly the population of New York City - step

aboard an airplane. The Airport Council International (ACI)
estimates the number of global air passengers to be nearly
12 billion by 2031 [3].

This tremendous growth in the air-transport sector requires
not only new airport infrastructures but also investments and
innovations in en-route and air traffic management systems.
However, the VHF radio spectrum allocated for aeronau-
tical communications which are 19 MHz wide and spread
over 118-127 MHz band provides only 760 amplitude modu-
lated (AM)-radio channels with 25 KHz of spectral spacing.
With the increase in demand for more voice channels, the
25 KHz channels are further divided into three sub-channels
of 8.33 KHz each, which is currently being practiced in
Europe. In addition to voice channels, transmission of data
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for applications such as Aircraft Communication Addressing
and Reporting System (ACARS) also requires allocation of
spectrum. All this results in a rapid depletion of aeronautical
radio channels especially in densely crowded airspace like
the US and Europe. The study conducted by MITRE for
North American aeronautical network highlight that the avia-
tion traffic expected to have an annual growth of at least 2%.
Therefore, the allocated aeronautical spectrum resources will
be insufficient to accommodate this incredible growth due
to the expected saturation in high-density airspace regions
by 2020-2025 [4], [5].

New generation aircraft is expected to be fitted with tech-
nologies such as wireless sensing and Wireless Avionics
Intra-Communications (WAIC). Wireless sensing and WAIC
eliminate the need for wiring and hence, reduce the overall
weight of the aircraft. The reduction in the aircraft weight
translates into increased profits, and it is also environmentally
friendly due to the reduced fuel cost. Also, with the advent of
the digital age and new generation communication devices
like smartphones, etc., broadband connectivity any time and
anywhere become the essential requirement. Traditionally,
the onboard broadband connectivity is provided via the satel-
lite communication link. However, the satellite communica-
tion systems are expensive. New wireless standards such as
long-term evolution air-to-ground (LTE A/G – evolved from
the terrestrial cellular mobile networks), aeronautical mobile
airport communication systems (AeroMACS – evolved from
Wi-MAX) are proposed to meet this burgeoning demand. The
critical resource needed for the success of these new standards
is the spectrum which is, unfortunately, scarce.

Another emerging trend in the recent years is the
widespread deployment and usage of Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs). Unmanned Aerial Systems (UASs) have
a significant role to play in the social, economic, and secu-
rity sector of every nation’s airspace through its contribu-
tions to intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance. They
are increasingly used for civil applications such as weather
monitoring and disaster management as well [6]. Unlike a
traditional manned aircraft, an unmanned aircraft is remotely
piloted with the help of a wireless communication link
between the ground station and the UAV. The safe and suc-
cessful operation of the UAV involved the exchange of an
enormous amount of data about the navigation, health check,
and air traffic control. Therefore, the UAV operation also
needs a vast amount of spectrum.

However, due to the constraints specific to frequency
allocations appropriate to support critical safety-of-life sce-
narios, little growth is anticipated in the overall size of
aeronautical spectrum assignments in the long run. Also, it
is crucial that the state of affairs remain unwavering in the
existing frequency bands, to continue support of interference-
free access in the current aeronautical safety systems for
as long as required. In essence, it is quite alarming that
the air transportation systems will not be able to survive
this challenging state of affairs and continue the support
that promises without conceiving efficient techniques for

spectrum sensing and spectrum reuse. Also, it is vital to
managing the limited aeronautical spectrum resource in a
manner which adequately supports the adoption of innovative
technologies when available, in line with the technology
roadmaps [7].

Meanwhile, contrary to the popular belief, recent spec-
trum occupancy studies come up with an astonishing insight
regarding the available spectral resources and its usage.
Extensive research and surveys carried out around the world
measured the wireless activity in different application spec-
trum blocks and revealed stunning discoveries [8]–[13].
While certain sections of the radio spectrum allocated to
mobile communication systems and Industrial, Scientific and
Medical (ISM) bands are over-crowded [8], [9], there exist
large portions that are used sporadically. Above all, signif-
icant chunks of the radio spectrum remain under-utilized;
the utilization percentage is even below 10% [8]. Among
them, one of the most underutilized (less than 12.5%) [14]
yet anticipating severe spectrum scarcity is the aeronautical
spectrum band mainly used for air-ground (A/G) communi-
cations. These studies highlight the need to override the static
spectrum allocation policies and access more aeronautical
frequency bands to outpace the future aviation requirements
that demand higher efficiency and better predictability in
operations [15].

Cognitive Radio (CR) is an emerging paradigm in which
the unlicensed users (secondary users) are given access
to the licensed frequency band [16]. In CR-based wire-
less networks, the transmission schemes are designed in
such a way that the presence of secondary users does not
affect the performance of the licensed users (primary users).
In the last decade, the CR-based terrestrial wireless networks
are extensively investigated. These studies have motivated
the application of the CR for aeronautical communication
systems [17]. The CR-based technologies can play a huge
role in solving the spectrum scarcity problems plaguing the
aeronautical domain. To the best of our knowledge, a com-
prehensive survey paper on the spectral utilization trends and
cognitive radio in aeronautical communications are unavail-
able in the literature. Various operating modes in cognitive
radio and the open research issues from the perspective of
these operating modes for the cognitive radio based aero-
nautical communication systems are presented. The need for
the cognitive aeronautical communication systems and the
various cognitive operating modes are discussed. Various
research challenges involved in the design of the cognitive
aeronautical communication systems are discussed.

A. RELATED WORK
In [6], a comprehensive survey on the cognitive radio for
the UAV is presented. The state-of-the-art on the cognitive
radio for physical, medium access control, network, trans-
port, and application layers are also given. Furthermore,
the antenna design issues and the UAV channel modeling
issues are discussed. In [18], the ad-hoc network with UAVs,
named as flying ad-hoc network (FANET), is proposed to
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enable the communication with multiple UAVs. Moreover,
the differences between FANET and the traditional mobile
ad-hoc networks (MANETs), including the unique challenges
associated with the FANETs, are presented. In [17], the
need for the cognitive radio for aeronautical communication
systems is highlighted, and the architecture for the spectrum
sensing based cognitive aeronautical communication network
is presented. In [19], various issues of the physical layer
of the aeronautical communication network, not specific
to cognitive radio, are discussed. In particular, the topol-
ogy, connectivity, and robustness issues for the aeronautical
communication links from the perspective Turkey airspace
are discussed. Also, orthogonal frequency division multi-
plexing (OFDM) modulation parameters for aeronautical
communication are presented. In [20], energy detector based
spectrum sensing techniques are presented for broadband-
VHF (B-VHF) aeronautical communication systems. In [21],
the novel idea of time-limited leases (TLLs), where the equip-
ment manufacturer can use an embedded software to enable
the radio device to transmit at a particular frequency and
transmission power based on the licensing agreement with
the user. This feature permits the control over the spectrum
usage.

In contrast to [6] and [18], which focuses only on the UAV
based networks, this paper presents a detailed survey of vari-
ous aeronautical communication systems and their spectrum
utilization trends In [17] and [20], issues in the interweave
mode of cognitive radio are discussed. On the other hand
in this work, all three operating modes, including underlay
and overlay modes, are considered, and an exhaustive survey
of the cognitive radio for aeronautical communication sys-
tems along with the open problems in the physical layer of
the network are presented. Aeronautical communication and
cognitive radio based networks are the focus of [19] and [21],
respectively. On the other hand, this paper focuses on the
aeronautical cognitive radio based networks.

B. ORGANIZATION
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sections II,
the aeronautical communication systems and their frequency
band of operation are presented. In Section III, an overview
of the existing aeronautical spectrum bands in use, their
applications, and the main reasons for aeronautical spectrum
scarcity is given. In Section IV, the recent developments
in the air traffic management are presented. Section V dis-
cusses the different types of cognitive radio enabled spectrum
access methodologies that could be adopted in the aero-
nautical domain. Alongside, the key aeronautical applica-
tions that could exploit the use of cognitive radio with its
spectrum sensing capability are summarized in Section VI.
In Section VII, an outline of the new research challenges to
be addressed in this field is also furnished, opening avenues
for further studies. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. AERONAUTICAL SPECTRUM AND ITS APPLICATIONS
A significant number of radio-based technologies are used in
air traffic services to support navigation and surveillance in
different phases of aircraft movements (on-ground, take-off/
landing, en-route). These systems mainly comprise of com-
munication channels and navigational aides that make use of
radio channels for their operation. The communication chan-
nels, predominantly in Very High Frequency (VHF) and High
Frequency (HF) bands, enable the information exchange
between the aircraft and ground stations. The navigational
aids allow the safe navigation of the aircraft. They mainly
comprise of primary and secondary radars, Distance Mea-
suring Equipment (DME), Non-Directional Beacon (NDB),
VHF Omnidirectional radio Range (VOR), Instrument Land-
ing Systems (ILS), Microwave Landing Systems (MLS),
weather radars, radio altimeters and Doppler navigational
aids.

Table 1 lists the range of aircraft systems along with their
functionalities that resort to radio channels for their operation.

TABLE 1. Aeronautical systems using radio spectrum and their applications [22].
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TABLE 2. Aeronautical spectrum bands and their applications [23], [24].

By these different aircraft systems that make use of radio
frequency for their operation, the spectrum requirements for
aeronautical applications are varying rapidly, especially con-
sidering the safety of life aspect that these services entail.
Table 2 gives a brief summary of the various frequency bands
and their associated use in aerospace and aeronautical appli-
cations. As shown in Table 2, the aeronautical services are
classified as AeronauticalMobile (Route) Service (AM(R)S),
Aeronautical Mobile (Off Route) Service (AM(OR)S), Aero-
nautical Mobile-Satellite Service (AMSS), and Aeronautical
Mobile Telemetry (AMT). The AM(R)S is the aeronautical
mobile service reserved for communications along national
and international civil air routes, and the AM(OR)S is the
aeronautical mobile service reserved for communications
outside national and international civil air routes. These allo-
cations for the air-traffic related communication systems are
explained in detail in subsequent sections.

III. SPECTRUM UTILIZATION IN AERONAUTICAL
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
In this section, the aeronautical communication systems
and their spectrum utilization trends are presented. The
systems that use the spectrum are air-ground (A/G) com-
munication systems, air-air (A/A) communication systems,
satellite-based communication systems, unmanned aerial sys-
tems (UAS), inflight infotainment systems, Wireless Avion-
ics Intra-Communications (WAIC) and Aeronautical Mobile
Airport Communication System (AeroMACS).

A. AIR-GROUND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
As shown in Table 1 and 2, the A/G communication systems
use HF, VHF, and L bands for transmitting the data. Based
on the relative position of the aircraft in different phases
of the flight, the A/G communication can be classified into
on the ground line-of-sight (LOS) communication, on the
ground non-LOS (NLOS) communication, take-off/landing
LOS communication, en-route LOS communication and en-
route NLOS communication as shown in Fig. 1. The detailed
discussion on the A/G communication systems that use these
bands is presented below.

1) HF BAND
The aeronautical HF radio band covers the AM(R)S and
AM(OR)S. The AM(R)S service covers a total of 1301 kHz
within the band 2850-22000 kHz. This band is mainly used
for the civil on-route HF radio communication with airplanes
and for flight communications where VHF communication
systems cannot be employed. The HF traffic within the
AM(R)S has decreased in Europe since the mobile satel-
lite service provides an alternative communication. However,
it remains the only means of long-distance communication
for some aircraft. The HF service is widely used by ATC,
weather and airline communications over North Atlantic
routes, where European fleet and air traffic service (ATS)
are primarily involved. The service is also used over remote
regions of northern land when VHF services are not avail-
able. Furthermore, they are used for long distance operational
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FIGURE 1. Preferred operating bands in different phases of flight for A/G communications.

control with company communication to aircraft. Air traffic
study reports from Eurocontrol indicate that the HF voice
frequency bands covering the North Atlantic will soon
face severe congestion due to the yearly nine percent traf-
fic increase and the implementation of reduced vertical
separation [1], [2].

On the other hand, AM(OR)S covers a total of 1125 kHz
within the frequency range 3025-23350KHz, which ismainly
used for the off-route service (OR) which typically covers
non-civil aviation communication requirements and in cer-
tain instances for helicopter operations. The HF frequencies
within the (OR) being used for both civil and military air-
ground-air communications includes elements of safety-of-
life service and needs protection. To sum up, the aeronautical
HF radio communication services continue to be the only
means of communications for some aircraft on the intercon-
tinental routes even if the mobile satellite communication
has overtaken some of the HF traffic. Furthermore, there is
an extensive use of HF communications for Regional and
Domestic Air Route Area (RDARA), meteorological infor-
mation (VOLMET– French origin VOL (flight) and METEO
(weather)), and Aeronautical Operational Control (AOC).
These bands are also currently facing sporadic congestion
with growing traffic [25].

2) VHF/UHF BAND
The VHF band is used to support all phases of flight between
the pilots and air traffic controllers, the ground movement of

flight, the arrival and departure of the flight to and from the
terminal area and throughout the flight en-route [26].

In the late 1990s, International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion (ICAO) authorized the concept of enhancing VHF voice
communication with data links. The workload of the air
traffic controller is estimated to be directly proportional to
the number of voice communications. With the introduction
of data communications through ACARS, the voice traffic
has dropped extensively [34], i.e., data transmission offers a
more efficient use of the spectrum. Stimulated by this spectral
efficiency of data transmission, four A/G data applications of
ATN (Aeronautical Telecommunication Network) were stan-
dardized. They are Controller Pilot Data Link Communica-
tions (CPDLC), Automatic Dependent Surveillance (ADS),
Digital Flight Information Services (D-FIS), and Context
Management (CM). The CPDLC replaces most of the func-
tions of the controller-pilot voice interaction with text mes-
sages. The ADS data provides position information to the
ground station. The D-FIS updates the pilot continuously
about flight conditions, and the CM enables the aircraft to
contact local air traffic authorities [27].

It is quite evident that with more data applications
along with the continued and simultaneous use of exist-
ing voice communication services, the VHF band will be
overloaded [28]. This challenge can be addressed only
through efficient channel spacing or by the incorporation
of a spectrum-efficient digital technology capable of sup-
porting both voice and data communication. One obvious
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solution put forward by the FAA was to clear a part of the
117.95-137MHz air-to-ground radio band for use by theVHF
digital aeronautical data during the 2010-2015 time frame.
However, this solution brought along with it, additional chal-
lenges and precautionary measures to be adopted to allow
smooth operation [29]. If proper safety measures are not
embraced to solve this problem of spectrum congestion, the
quality of communication is likely to be degraded below toler-
able limits due to the reduced susceptibility of VHF technol-
ogy (especially analog) to background noise and interference.
These challenges demand fundamental technology improve-
ment to guarantee long-term solutions to the air-traffic growth
and encourage the aeronautical industry to transform its oper-
ating practices and re-engineer its infrastructure to accom-
modate the additional demands within existing allocations.
Changes anticipated revolutionizing this approach includes
efficient reuse of spectrum through sharing, enhancing spec-
tral efficiency of VHF band through appropriate channel
spacing (8.33 KHz channel) and migration from voice com-
munication to data communication [29]. To this end, VHF
data link (VDL) schemes with different modes based on
digital transmission were developed. They are broadly clas-
sified into VDL Mode-2, VDL Mode-3, VDL Mode-4,
VDL Mode-E and LDL (L-band Data Link) [15], [30].

Though introduction and implementation of VDL tech-
nology had a worldwide acceptance, it does not seem to be
efficient enough to address effectively the severe congestion
experienced in different parts of the world due to exponen-
tially growing air-traffic [28], [31]. Furthermore, the VDL
modes that were capable of increasing spectral efficiency
by restricting transmission channel bandwidth resulted in
degradation of system data rate which leads to the concept
of broadband-overlay systems [26], [32]. There are always
some unused 25 KHz and 8.33 KHz AM voice channels, or
ACARS and VDL data links at any given point in time, as
well as channels that are being used at a significant distance
whose interference is small enough to assume that they are
unused. Those spectral gaps available in VHF band could be
used to launch B-VHF signals.

The B-VHF is a broadband aeronautical communication
system based on multi-carrier technology [33], [34]. The
B-VHF does not require a contiguous part of the
VHF spectrum; it can operate in the spectral gaps and is
hence free of interference from the legacy VHF signals.
However, the B-VHF overlay signal can cause a minimal
amount of interference towards the legacy AM systems
introducing some amount of unreliability in its co-existence.
It is for this reason, in 2007, FAA and EUROCONTROL
recommended the broadband aeronautical multi-carrier com-
munications (B-AMC) which use the spectral gaps within the
L-band and it is discussed in detail below [35].

3) L-BAND
The ever increase in data rate requirements (which in
turn demands larger system bandwidths) along with grad-
ual saturation of lower bands, resulted in the use of

higher frequencies, particularly for applications that do not
require large propagation distances. Hence, the ICAO inves-
tigated the feasibility of air-ground aviation communications
at 5 GHz to ease congestion in the VHF aeronautical band.
In support of the ICAO discussions, a joint Euro-American
project named the aeronautical Future Communication Sys-
tem (FCS) has developed the L-band Digital Aeronautical
Communication Systems (L-DACS) to address the challenge
of saturating VHF spectrum and bandwidth congestion. They
have preselected two candidates: L-DACS1 derived from
IEEE 802.16 wireless system [36] and LDACS2 derived from
the Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) [37].

L-DACS1 depends on modern modulation techniques and
advanced network protocols used in the existing commer-
cial standards, and L-DACS2 capitalizes on experience from
aviation specific standards using protocols that provide high
QoS communications. Both candidate systems satisfy most
of the requirements put forth by the aeronautical community
and is foreseen to accommodate the growing air traffic needs
continuously. The final choice between them is expected
to be made within a multinational cooperative context
by 2019-2020 time frame. However, utilization of L-band
for aeronautical applications is quite challenging due to its
impact on legacy systems. In fact, there already exists many
onboard systems that operate on L-band while the immedi-
ate adjacent bands are occupied by numerous aeronautical
systems and other applications. Among them, one of the
most critical systems is the DME, which evaluates the slant
distance between the aircraft and ground beacons, and uses
most of the 960MHz to 1164MHz spectrum. As a result, any
malfunctions in operation can compromise the flight safety.

Several studies have been carried out to determine the
maximum interference level that can be generated by either
of the two L-DACS candidates on a generic onboard receiver
taking into account the antenna radiation patterns and the
spatial position of aircraft [38]–[41]. A possible solution
to mitigate the impact of pulsed interference from the
L-band is through pulse blanking and clipping that is explored
in [38]. However, it finally concludes that the performance
of interference-free case is not achieved since pulse blank-
ing, and clipping impairs the desired orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) signal. A deterministic inter-
ference analysis in [39] proves that most of the significant
interference are from the nearest transmitter flying above
the victim while the impact from an out-of-band aircraft
is negligible. All of this, ultimately reflect on the need for
spectrum sensing techniques followed by dynamic spectrum
allocation to assure aircraft safety along with interference-
free radio resource optimization and capacity maximization.

B. AIR-AIR COMMUNICATIONS
With the growing demand for reliable and bandwidth effi-
cient data connectivity and the increased time spent in the
air by a higher number of users, the feasibility of having
an opportunistic on-air wireless data connectivity between
aircraft as well as between the on-air terminal and ground
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FIGURE 2. Oceanic flights: air-air and satellite connectivity.

stations is being extensively explored [42], [43]. Tools such as
ADS-B and technologies such as VDL Mode 4 can pro-
vide the required real-time exchange of information includ-
ing broadcast, point-to-point, and air-to-air communications.
In fact, as shown in Fig. 2, a hybrid solution with an aeronau-
tical ad hoc access network and a satellite return channel to
provide in-flight Internet for passengers is proposed in [44].
Also, the possibility of using aircraft as relay nodes were
analyzed since the global movement of the aeronautical sys-
tem can take advantage of the emerging wireless technology,
services, and standards.

It is in this context that methods to exploit the broadband
air-to-ground communication network are devised which
enable civil aviation aircraft flying over crowded continental
areas like Europe and North America, to access a variety
of services including safety-of-life and infotainment appli-
cations [45]. Here, the accessible coverage area is extended
via air-air (A/A) multi-hop links over oceanic, remote and
polar regions, where no such infrastructure is available so
that aircraft flying over these areas can access the ground
services without having to use an expensive high-delay satel-
lite link. On the other hand, aircraft based Aeronautical Data
Networks (ADN) and in-flight Internet through aeronautical
ad-hoc networking (AANET) is considered as promising
solutions for future wireless communication architecture by
NASA, FAA, EU, etc. [19]. AANET offers muti-hop and ad-
hoc networking between aircraft, in addition to direct com-
munication links with ground stations and satellite terminal.
It helps to address the resource management issues arising
from a rapid increase in in-flight Internet usage and the

degraded connectivity issues due to delay sensitive satellite
links.

C. SATELLITE-BASED COMMUNICATIONS
The satellite-based aeronautical communication systems use
VHF, X, Ku, and Ka bands. The VHF band is used for aero-
nautical mobile-satellite services such as ATC, ACARS, and
search and rescue (SAR) applications. In fact, it was through
ACARS in 1978, that the first digital communication in civil
aviation was introduced. ACARS is a packet radio system
with a data rate of 2400 bps using digital binary frequency
shift keying (DBFSK) modulation. Over the last two decades,
ACARS has been providing assistance in air traffic control by
transmitting text instead of voice messages. ACARS reduces
the need for voice channels since it converts spoken English
to written messages; a feature that is most appropriate for
foreign pilots. However, ACARS had many limitations that
prevented it from being considered as a candidate for future
VHF data communication link. The primary shortcoming is
that it is a message link. As such it allows the transmission of
a maximum number of textual characters as a message that is
constrained by its presentation and length.

In addition to the VHF bands, another significant contribu-
tion to the future aeronautical communication domain comes
from the satellite systems that use X, Ku, and Ka-Bands.
The satellite systems ensure connectivity with the aircraft
in areas where it is difficult for terrestrial based systems to
offer service like oceanic and other remote environments.
Additionally, satellite systems hold the potential to act as an
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alternative communications medium to augment terrestrial
systems or to serve as a backup system [46], [47]. Satellite
communication systems are adopted for next generation avi-
ation systems due to their matchless capabilities to provide
adequate coverage over vast and remote geographic locations.

Within the scope of ICAO AMS(R)S Standards and Rec-
ommended Practices (SARPs) document [48], three classes
(Class A, B, and C) of communication performance require-
ments for Air Traffic Management (ATM) are being pro-
posed by the EUROCONTROL NEXUS group to cover
future oceanic as well as continental airspace operational
needs. Among them, Europe’s Single European Sky ATM
Research (SESAR) Step2/Class B will cover trajectory-based
operations while SESAR Step3/Class A will cover perfor-
mance based operations and SESAR Step1/Class C will
maintain the compatibility with existing satellite communi-
cations systems for current time-based ATM operations in
oceanic areas [49]. Meanwhile, European Space Agency’s
Iris program is working on developing solutions to enable
globally interoperable satellite systems for ATM commu-
nications. Its design phase B, named ANTARES [50], is
led by Thales Alenia Space Italy and includes both the
work done in developing the communication standard and
the preliminary design of the European operational system.
ANTARES adopted Asynchronous Code Division Multiple
Access (A-CDMA) techniques for the return link (aircraft to
ground) and adaptive coding andmodulation technique on the
forward link (ground to aircraft) to allow full frequency reuse
as spectral efficiency is one of the major concerns.

Presently, INMARSAT, AMSS and Japan MTSAT system
supports ATM satellite communications [51]. Also, ICAOhas
designed and developed the provisions to allow IRIDIUM to
offer ATM satellite communications. However, taking into
consideration the lifetime of satellite systems, there is a high
possibility for the current ones to be replaced by better ones
by 2020. INMARSAT, for example, has launched a new
service called SwiftBroadband using a new (4th) generation
of satellites. In the case of SwiftBroadband, INMARSAT has
not yet confirmedwhether it will offer ATMcommunications.
In any case, even assuming support for ATM communica-
tions, the time frame under consideration for the FCI (2020)
will be over by the end of the expected lifespan of the current
SwiftBroadband service. Above all, there has been a contin-
ued debate in the ITU and ICAO as to which services an
aeronautical satellite communication system can operate.

In theory, a safety communication link from an aircraft
earth station to a satellite could operate under an allocation
to the mobile-satellite service. However unless that link has
been co-ordinated and registered in the master international
frequency register as an aeronautical mobile-satellite (R)
service, there is no identification that the frequency band
in which that link is operating is carrying an aeronautical
safety service. Without identification of frequency bands
that are offering an aeronautical safety service, the addition
of a margin of safety is usually not permitted. Hence, the
12th Air Navigation Conference Recommendation identified

the need for a strategy that explicitly states the need for
aeronautical systems to operate in the spectrum allocated to
an appropriate aeronautical safety service. It demands the
need for accurate and well-planned spectrum identification
and sensing capabilities [53]. Furthermore, though geosta-
tionary as well as other constellations of satellites by virtue
of its position and worldwide coverage have the potential to
support aircraft communications including ATM communi-
cations, they are not utilized extensively either for ATC/AOC
communications or APC (passenger) communications. The
main reason often cited for this low utility of satellite
communication in the aviation domain relates to financial
considerations especially regarding operational spectrum
requirements. This issue can be adequately addressed with
the help of cognitive radio enabled opportunistic spectrum
access.

D. UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEMS (UAS)
Unlike the manned aerial vehicles that depend on human
flight control mechanisms, the flight controls of UAS are
physically separated from the aircraft. As shown in Fig. 3,
A UAS comprises of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV),
a number of ground stations and other control and support
elements that need to be linked with one other through proper
communication channels. These communication channels are
not only important for disseminating observations, tasks, and
control information but also assists in coordinating the vehi-
cles more efficiently and safely.

The application-driven design of such unmanned aerial
communication networks highlight that further research and
development is needed to address the scalability, hetero-
geneity, safety, quality of service, and security aspects of
multi- micro aerial vehicle systems. Five key functionalities,
namely commanding, surveying, swarming, collecting, and
relaying that have proven to be fundamental to a wide range
of civilian multi-UAV applications are identified [54]. Out
of these five key functionalities, four key building blocks
with communication requirements are identified. They are
control, sense, coordinate and connect. The control block is
for the transmission of mission commands to the UAVs; the
sense block is for the transmission of the on-board sensor
data to the ground station; the coordinate block is for the
communication and local coordination among the vehicles;
the connect block is to transmit the information from the
distant source to the UAV.

It is this application-oriented nature of UAVs that forced
to rethink the strategies adopted for ensuring seamless com-
munication [55]. In this context, one of the primary concerns
for the safe and interference-free operation of the UAS is
the availability and allocation of bandwidth and spectrum for
Control, Command, Communication and Computation (C4),
surveying, swarming and relaying which in turn imposes
strain on the aeronautical RF bandwidth utilization [56].

The UAS uses the VHF/UHF, S, and C bands as shown
in Table 2 for Control and Non-Payload Communica-
tions (CNPC). The UASs are remotely controlled, and they
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FIGURE 3. Unmanned aerial vehicle: communication flow [52].

fly autonomously via pre-programmed flight plans or more
complex dynamic automation systems. Defense sector cur-
rently uses UAS, with control communications typically
operating in the frequency bands within 230 – 400 MHz,
2.9 – 3.4 GHz and 4.4 – 5 GHz. UAS access AM(R)S for
terrestrial CNPC, which involves LOS communication and
AMS(R)S for satellite CNPC that involves beyond LOS com-
munication [57]. These bands are designated principally for
defense purposes in the spectrum plan and is expected to be
highly protected. The CNPC links support several functions
like UAS command and control, ATC relaying, sensing and
information avoidance, video and weather radar. Defense
systems consider these as mission-critical communications
and hence should be free from harmful interference. Any loss
or compromise of these CNPC links will have potentially
catastrophic consequences.

Apart from the defense sector, UAS use in civilian appli-
cations is a booming market. UAS may also serve applica-
tions such as weather research, crop monitoring, and coastal
patrols in the future. Spectrum demand for UAS is expected
to increase significantly over the next decade due to these
expectations on the data requirements. The anticipated spec-
trum need is no less than 34 MHz for terrestrial based LOS
CNPC and 56 MHz for satellite-based beyond LOS CNPC
links. While some demand may be accommodated in current
spectrum allocations, the increasing applications for UAS in
the security and defense sector request more spectrum for its
operation.

E. IN-FLIGHT INFOTAINMENT SYSTEMS
With the proliferation of multimedia applications and
the emergence of new technologies, the necessity of
high speed commercial airborne communication has

become fundamental. Regardless of the purchasing power,
passengers expect not only to be connected to the world
wide web but also demands higher bandwidth and better data
rate services while in flight. In fact, the demand to make air
travel more pleasant, secure, entertaining and productive for
passengers is one of the winning factors for both the airlines
and the aircraft manufacturing industry for which in-flight
wireless communication is one of the enablers [58].

Initially, in the 90s, it was the International Mobile Satel-
lite Organization (INMARSAT) that was instrumental in
providing the global commercial aeronautical mobile satel-
lite services to users in flight through Onboard Internet
which offered throughput up to 432 kbps. In the same year,
Panasonic provided a solution called eXConnect which used
Intelsat satellite [42]. Further a network channel manage-
ment system (NCMS) was developed and implemented to
enhance the existing INMARSAT aeronautical system [59].
The NCMS used adaptive algorithms to allocate dynamically
the channel carrier resources to individual service providers
supporting multiple channel types via various satellite beams
worldwide. However, employing the limited satellite links
with larger propagation delays is not technically and eco-
nomically feasible to support the growing aeronautical traffic
needs that demanded services with higher quality and better
reliability.

As a solution to address these challenges, the idea of
AANET (aeronautical ad hoc network) was proposed which
guaranteed a practical approach for data access among com-
mercial aircraft. It also offered solutions to mitigate problems
associated with the existing in-flight Internet access [60].
AANET was, in fact, contributory in tackling the problems
of resource management arising from the rapid increase
of in-flight broadband Internet users and the degraded
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performance of delay-sensitive applications due to the long
propagation delay of the satellite links. The same concept was
further extended when the programs lead by National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration (NASA), Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), EUROCONTROL and Networking
the Sky for Civil Aeronautical Communications (NEWSKY)
presented the idea of aeronautical networks. The aeronau-
tical networks could assure a low delay and cost-effective
data network to an aeronautical platform [19]. However, the
performance of all these aeronautical networks was limited
by the scarcity of interference free spectrum for seamless
communication. Hence, the integration of cognitive radio
capabilities to these aeronautical networks was envisaged to
overcome the bottlenecks in wireless intra-aircraft communi-
cation and infotainment systems [61].

F. WIRELESS AVIONICS INTRA-COMMUNICATIONS
(WAIC) AND WIRELESS SENSING
The wireless sensing enables structural monitoring and
surveillance during a flight through increased flexibility,
enhanced interoperability, and improved robustness. There
exists a series of applications in aerospace and aeronautical
domain which demands real-time monitoring of a system
parameter and collection of real-time aircraft health param-
eters like in-flight engine data, landing gear status, cabin
pressure, vibration control, emergency lighting, and even
unmanned aircraft data. With sophisticated electronic sys-
tems added onboard the modern passenger-carrying airliner,
the wiring loom is a significant contributor to the total weight
overhead of the aircraft. The ongoing efforts mainly aim at the
reduction of this wiring to reduce the weight that reduces the
fuel burn which in turn lower the cost and lessen the impact
on the environment.

The use of wireless technologies like wireless avionics
intra-communications (WAIC) systems in aircraft can revolu-
tionize this process by reducing the overall weight of systems,
reducing the amount of fuel required to fly and thus benefit
the environment [63]. WAIC systems were considered as a
replacement for existing aircraft systems employing wires
for communications purposes and as an enabler for new

onboard wireless communication applications furnished in
Table 3 and Fig. 4. It required aeronautical spectrum below
10 GHz for low data-rate WAIC applications and spectrum
above approximately 20 GHz for high data-rate applications.
However, WAIC applications may not be obtained without
modification of the existing radio regulations, and the avia-
tion industry will have to depend upon ICAO and its member
administrations to obtain the necessary spectrum.

FIGURE 4. On-board wireless applications and inflight infotainment.

The wireless sensing can also be used to do the mainte-
nance of the aircraft. Maintenance of aircraft electronic and
safety systems was traditionally performed only in response
to reported failures or through periodic system replace-
ments. However, with increased demand for air transporta-
tion, the safety-of-life factor has become more critical that
prognostic health and security management became even
more indispensable. The integrated vehicle health monitor-
ing (IVHM) systems are necessary for the aeronautical and
aerospace vehicle; however their usage is limited due to the
high expense involved, over-weight and large size. Elimi-
nating wiring and wiring harnesses will limit the mass of
vehicle which can be accomplished through transitioning
from wired to wireless sensor systems which assure bet-
ter packet error rate as well [64]–[67]. IVHM systems that

TABLE 3. Potential wireless applications on-board [62].
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use wireless sensors also need dedicated spectrum for their
operation.

In [68], results of a measurement campaign conducted with
a wireless sensor network (WSN) consisting of 500 sensor
nodes organized in three cells with two redundant access
points per cell, deployment inside an aircraft is presented.
It is concluded that the packet error rate could be decreased
more than four times by the robust and scalable TDMA
protocol that exploited spatial diversity provided by redun-
dant access points. Also, embracing sensor fusion (which
involves combining data from multiple and possibly diverse
sensors to make inferences about a physical event, activity,
or situation [69]) facilitated by Radio Frequency Identifica-
tion (RFID) sensors can avoid the expenses regarding costly
wiring design for security systems [70], [71]. RFID integrated
sensor fusion technology results in tremendous time savings
and hence costs. For example, it can reduce life-jacket inspec-
tion time by up to 85 percent and oxygen generator inspection
time by up to 99 percent. It can also reduce oxygen generator
inventory by more than 50 percent and extend the generator
lifecycle by up to 20 percent. All in all, they reduce inventory
and maintenance lead time, improve troubleshooting, and
increase product integrity while providing more comprehen-
sive asset management.

However, RFID information being updated wirelessly
necessitates the availability of radio spectrum for its smooth
functioning. It is in this context that the emerging tech-
nology of cognitive spectrum sensing plays a crucial role
in aeronautical security and health applications. They offer
attractive solutions to address spectrum scarcity challenges,
thereby assuring security for interoperability and solve
infrastructure problems in aviation through remote sensing,
disaster prevention, and risk management [72]. Studies point
out that at least 145 MHz of the spectrum is essential
to satisfy the spectrum requirements for WAIC systems.
Frequency analysis shows that sharing of the C-band fre-
quencies (4.2 - 4.400 GHz) between WAIC systems and the
existing services and applications is the most feasible in the
present day scenario.

G. AeroMACS
The future communication infrastructure (FCI) framework
has developed the AeroMACS technology. The AeroMACS
combines the vision of the FAA’s Next Generation Air Trans-
portation System (NextGen) in the US and Europe’s Single
European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) [73]. It is a wireless
air interface that provides aircraft operations and ground
systems with seamless broadband connectivity to support
the expanding range of new-generation ATM applications.
It operates in the AM(R)S band (5091 - 5150 MHz) for
airport ground applications for safety and traffic control
worldwide, allocated by the ITU at the World Radio Com-
munication Conference 2007 (WRC-07). This technology
demonstrates multiple advantages over currently used wire-
less solutions. They are scalability and interoperability to
support global deployments across aircraft types and airports;

quality of service (QoS) functionality to optimize traffic
management; security and privacy to protect passengers and
the air transportation system; and a standards-based solution
using WiMAX, a technology based on the IEEE 802.16 stan-
dard that relies on a competitive vendor ecosystem expected
to reduce costs over proprietary solutions. However, the
adoption of these wireless technologies is evidently preceded
by the need for radio spectrum for its smooth operation.

H. LONG TERM EVOLUTION AIR-GROUND (LTE A/G)
Long term evolution is the Internet protocol (IP) based
terrestrial cellular mobile communication technology devel-
oped exclusively for the terrestrial users. In the LTE-based
networks, the mobile users can experience huge upload
(75Mbps) and download (300Mbps) speeds [75]. Recently,
Alcatel-Lucent has proposed a solution to leverage these
developments for the aeronautical systems [74]. The
LTE-based A/G communication systems can be used to
provide broadband connectivity to the users, and it is cheaper
than the L-band and Ku-band satellite-based systems [74].
The LTE-based A/G system can be used to provide the air
traffic management services as well. Unlike the AeroMACS,
which serves the users within the airport alone, the LTE A/G
is designed to serve the en-route users as well.

To this end, a series of dedicated set of base stations,
whose antenna radiation is aimed at the en-route aircraft,
need to be installed to provide uninterrupted coverage for
the aeronautical users as shown in Fig. 5. An on-board unit
mounted below the fuselage acts a ground interface and hub
for the wireless terminals inside the aircraft. The base stations
on the ground are connected to the core network through the
backhaul. Such a setup enables the seamless integration of
the LTE A/G system with the terrestrial LTE network [74].
By 2016, the users over the European skies are expected
to avail the broadband connectivity through LTE A/G. The
performance analysis of the LTE based system in the air-
port surface area (ASA) is carried out in [76]. A major
obstacle in making the LTE A/G successful is the spectrum
availability.

IV. ROAD MAP FOR AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT
So far, the spectrum utilization trends by various aeronautical
communication systems related to air traffic management
(e.g., Air-Ground, Air-Air, etc.) and user services (eg., IFE,
etc.) are presented. The state-of-the-art air transport systems
utilize the air space inefficiently. In the current systems, the
aircraft travel large distances due to the lack of situational
awareness, leading to increased fuel burn and increased
delays. Inefficient airspace utilization leads to economic
losses, and it also has a great impact on the environment due to
increased fuel burn. In Europe and the US, two efforts namely
Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) [77]
and Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) [78],
respectively, are initiated to improve the efficiency of the
airspace utilization. Several solutions are proposed to opti-
mize the efficiency of the ATM. These solutions and the need
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FIGURE 5. LTE direct air-ground communication system [74].

for additional spectrum to achieve these goals are highlighted
below.

A. SESAR
In Europe, at present, each country manages its airspace,
and as the aircraft moves from one air space to the next air
space, handoff between the respective air traffic controllers
is performed. This system leads to the fragmentation of the
airspace over Europe. Though inefficient, it worked for the
present air traffic scenario. However, the air traffic is expected
to increase 5 percent every year, and the total air traffic
is forecast to increase to 16.9 million flights per year by
2030 [79]. In 2004, the SESAR project was commissioned
to find the solution for this problem, and several novel solu-
tions are proposed to improve the efficiency of the ATM,
to reduce the operating cost of the ATM, and to minimize
the impact of the air traffic on the environment [78]. Some
of these solutions are automated support for dynamic sec-
torization, Time Based Separation (TBS) between the air-
craft, System-Wide Information Management (SWIM), User
Preferred Routing (UPR), remote towers, etc. The proposed
solutions are expected to improve the safety by 10 percent
and reduce the ATM cost by 50 percent. The implementation
of these solutions is also expected to reduce the impact on the
environment by 10 percent due to the reduced fuel burn and
reduced flight travel distances [80].

In the case of dynamic sectorization, the airspace bound-
ary varies dynamically to match the airspace capacity with
the air traffic demand. As the air traffic capacity increases
or decreases, the amount of spectrum required to achieve

reliable communication links also increases or decreases,
respectively. With the fixed spectrum allocation, the capacity
of the air-ground communication link cannot be adapted to
the dynamic air space and traffic requirements. It marks
a significant shift in the way the communication systems
operate. Therefore, fixed spectrum allocation policies are not
suitable for the dynamic sectorization of the air space. The
dynamic spectrum allocation is the way forward to meet the
communication requirements of dynamic sectorization.

Another proposed solution in SESAR that requires an enor-
mous amount of spectrum is the SWIM. The SWIM allows
the seamless information exchange between providers and
users of ATM information. The ATM information includes
the air traffic related data, surveillance data, meteorological
data, etc. A large amount of data is expected to be inter-
changed between the aircraft and ground station, and between
aircraft and aircraft. The air-ground and air-air communica-
tion systems should have the access to substantial amount
of additional spectrum to cater this increased demand. The
current fixed spectrum allocation strategies cannot meet this
requirement. With the help of cognitive radio, the aeronau-
tical communication systems can tap into the vast amounts
of underutilized spectrum and can meet the data rate require-
ments of SWIM.

B. NextGen
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) of the United
States of America has proposed the Next Generation Air
Transportation System, also known as NextGen, to improve
the efficiency of airspace usage over the US [77]. The aim
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of the NextGen is to replace the current radar-based air
traffic management systems. With the radar-based naviga-
tion systems, both the aircraft and ATC lack the situational
awareness. It leads to the long flight paths, increased delays
and economic losses for aircraft operators and inconvenience
for the users. In the NextGen, ADS-B based navigation is
proposed to solve this problem. The aircraft uses the satellite-
based GPS to determine its position and broadcast their
navigation-related information through ADS-B. The air traf-
fic controllers use the ADS-B messages to get the accurate
information about the aircraft. The surrounding aircraft also
uses this information to improve the situational awareness.
It helps them better plan the routes to improve the safety. The
ADS-B helps to reduce the inter-aircraft separation, reducing
the delays at the busy airports.

The NextGen also planned to implement SWIM,
NextGen Data Communications, NextGen Network Enabled
Weather (NNEW) to further improve the situational aware-
ness. These technologies help the aircraft travel in the direct
flight path, reducing the fuel burn and the impact on the envi-
ronment. The implementation of these techniques, however,
requires a huge amount of spectrum. Cognitive radio based
aeronautical communication systems provides the solution
for this problem.

V. NEED FOR COGNITIVE RADIO AND OPERATING
MODES IN COGNITIVE RADIO
The current ATM and the aeronautical communications sys-
tems need to keep pace and be updated with the latest tech-
nologies and operational procedures. The implementation of
these technologies leads to an immediate regional require-
ment of spectrum in busiest regions like Europe. However,
the inter-regional mobility and global interoperability extend
this spectrum requirement to a global domain. It means that
the pressure on spectrum resources are mounting worldwide
while it is unlikely for the aviation sector to gain access
to new spectrum to cater its ever increasing needs. Above
all, overcrowding in various aeronautical spectrum bands is
forecasted, the significant reason behind spectrum scarcity
is still not the physical unavailability of the radio channels.
It is the permanent assignment to a particular geographi-
cal area or organization that prevents other needy users or
applications from accessing the channel even when they are
idle. This static spectrum allocation results in inefficient
spectrum utilization since it restricts the reassignment of
unused channels irrespective of the application. It is clearly
reflected in the utilization statistics of the air traffic control
band (108-138 MHz) which is only five percent, and
hence imposes the need for efficient frequency spectrum
management.

Cognitive radio is one technology under development that
could allow spectrum to be reused more efficiently. This
emerging wireless access scheme is intelligent enough to be
aware of its surrounding environment to allow changes in
certain operating parameters for the objective of providing
reliable communication and efficient utilization of the radio

spectrum [16], [64]. CR possess the capability to collect
relevant information from sources like sensors, protocol
layers, policy engines and its hardware. It analyzes and
interprets them to determine the optimum decision suitable
for the progressive advancement of the real-time situation.
CR, in fact, promotes the concept of dynamic spectrum
access. In dynamic spectrum access, spectrum license holders
known as primary users grant permission to access their spec-
trum to non-licensed users called secondary users; provided
the interference to the primary user activity is minimal and
within tolerable limits [81], [82]. A CR transceiver scans
for unused bands and changes its transmission and reception
parameters to different frequencies during heavy spectrum
congestion without interruption. To sum up, the integrity of
a CR relies on the ability of the secondary user to restrict its
interference to the primary user while at the same time assures
a reliable QoS for itself. This dynamic spectrummanagement
using CRs can also offer up to 50% energy savings in radio
networks [83].

A. OPERATING MODES
The operatingmodes of a CR are broadly classified into three:
interweave mode, underlay mode, and overlay mode [85].
In the case of interweave mode, the secondary user is capable
of detecting the presence of the primary user and transmits
if and only if the primary user is absent. Here, the secondary
usermakes use of the spectrum sensing technique to detect the
spectral holes. In the case of underlay mode, the secondary
user transmits the data along with the primary user on the
same frequency and time slot as that of the primary user.
In this mode, the secondary user adjusts its transmission
power such that the interference caused by it to the primary
user is within the tolerable limits. In the overlay mode, the
secondary user also called as the cognitive transmitter is
assumed to have the apriori knowledge of the primary user’s
signal. The cognitive transmitter should act as a relay for the
primary user while simultaneously transmitting its message.
These three operating modes are explained in detail below.
The differences between interweave, underlay and overlay
modes of operation are presented in Table 4 [84].

1) INTERWEAVE MODE
The interweave mode is also known as an opportunistic
spectrum access mode or dynamic spectrum access mode.
In the interweave mode, the primary and secondary transmit-
ters never transmit on the same sub-channel. Therefore, they
never interfere with each other. The interweave mode of oper-
ation also falls under the category of orthogonal transmission
scheme or the interference avoidance transmission. In the
interweave mode, the operation cycle of a CR involves four
major spectrum management functions: spectrum sensing,
spectrum decision, spectrum sharing and spectrum mobil-
ity [86]. These functions are presented in Fig. 6. During
spectrum sensing, a CR monitors the available spectrum
bands to identify the spectrum holes or white spaces. Once
identified, CR selects the most appropriate band as per the
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TABLE 4. Operating modes of the cognitive radio [84].

FIGURE 6. Interweave mode: basic principle [16].

QoS requirement of the application during the spectrum deci-
sion phase. Since there may be multiple CRs trying to access
the same spectrum, the transmission and decision making is
coordinated to enable opportunistic sharing of the spectrum
through efficient resource allocation algorithms. On detecting
a primary user operating on the selected spectrum band, the
spectrum mobility function assists the spectrum vacation and
handoff to a new spectrum band with minimum degradation
of quality.

FIGURE 7. Interference temperature in underlay mode with multiple
secondary users [84].

2) UNDERLAY MODE
In the case of underlay mode, the primary and secondary
transmitters of the CR transmit on the same sub-channel.
Therefore, the transmissions from the secondary transmitter
interfere with that of the primary transmitter. The secondary
transmitter should ensure that the interference it causes to the
primary receiver is below a certain predefined threshold [69].
In practice, several secondary users may be transmitting the
signal along with the primary transmitter on the same sub-
channel as shown in Fig. 7. For such cases, a parameter called
interference temperature (IT) is defined [16], [87]–[89].
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Interference temperature indicates the total amount of inter-
ference at the primary receiver from all secondary transmit-
ters. The secondary transmitters ensure that the interference
temperature at the primary receiver is below a predefined
threshold.

3) OVERLAY MODE
In the overlay mode, the cognitive (secondary) transmitter
transmits the signal along with the primary transmitter as
in the case of underlay mode. The difference is that, in
the overlay mode, the cognitive transmitter has an apriori
knowledge of the primary transmitter’s signal. The secondary
user uses the cognitive link to get this knowledge as shown
in Fig. 8. The cognitive transmitter helps the primary user
by retransmitting the primary user’s signal along with its
information. The data rate and the reliability of data detection
at the primary user increase as the secondary user is acting
as a relay for the primary transmitter. Also, the secondary
user can cancel the interference from the primary transmitter
efficiently [85], [90].

FIGURE 8. Overlay mode with cognitive link between primary transmitter
and secondary transmitter [84].

B. WHICH OPERATING MODE ACHIEVES
BETTER CAPACITY?
As discussed above, the basic operating principle of inter-
weave, overlay and underlay cognitive modes are different.
The fundamental question that arises naturally is which oper-
ating mode can achieve maximum capacity? Ever since the
cognitive radio based systems are conceived, a lot of efforts
have been made to characterize the capacity of these systems.
In the information-theoretic literature, the cognitive radio
based systems are modeled as interference channels [91].
The capacity of the interference channel is still unknown,
and the complete characterization of the rate region of the
interference-limited systems is an open problem [92], [93].

In the interference-limited systems, the achievable rate
region depends on the channel gain of the interfering link. For
example, consider a two-user cognitive radio system, where a
primary user and a secondary user coexists. If the interfering
links are very strong, then the interference can be detected and
subtracted. In this case, both primary and secondary can be
decoupled, and each of them can achieve the interference-free
data rate [94], [95]. Therefore, if the interference is strong,
the overlay mode of operation doubles the capacity of the

system and hence, it is preferred. If the interference is weak,
for example, the received interference level is within the noise
floor, underlay mode of operation doubles the capacity of the
systems is preferred.

On the other hand, the interweave mode is tantamount
to orthogonal transmission as the secondary users do not
transmit along with the primary users. The spectral efficiency
of the orthogonal transmission is lower compared to the non-
orthogonal transmission schemes such as overlay and under-
lay modes [93]. However, in the case of interweave mode, the
primary and secondary user’s transceiver complexity is low
as the users are interference-free. If the primary user is based
on analog communication systems, then interweave mode is
the only option as the primary users can be oblivious to the
presence of the secondary users. Moreover, the interweave
mode allows the smooth transition from the traditional archi-
tecture to cognitive radio based architecture. Probably, due to
these reasons, as shown in Table 5 of Section VI, only the
interweave mode attracted the attention of the researchers in
the aeronautical domain till date.

VI. COGNITIVE RADIO FOR AERONAUTICAL
APPLICATIONS: STATE-OF-THE-ART
The discussion on the spectral utilization trends in Section III
highlights the scarcity of the spectrum available in the aero-
nautical domain. At this standpoint, it may be prudent to
explore and exploit the potential possibilities of cognitive
radio in the aeronautical domain in parallel with the ongoing
efforts to design efficient spectrum usage strategies [108].
In fact, a well-connected cognitive radio based e-enabled
aircraft, which has state-of-the-art sensors, computers, and
communication networks, can play a pivotal role in stream-
lining systemmodernization efforts [109]. The capabilities of
a CR can be applied to solve the communication challenges
involving spectrum allocation in various technological fields
in the aeronautical domain. The systems which need spec-
trum for the operation are classified into following categories
as shown in Fig. 9: air-to-ground communication system,
air-to-air communication systems, unmanned aerial systems,
avionic security and inflight infotainment systems. In this
section, the state-of-the-art on the cognitive radio for the
aeronautical communication systems is surveyed.

FIGURE 9. Cognitive radio applications in aeronautical domain.

Table 5 summarizes the state-of-the-art of the aeronautical
cognitive radio systems. From Table 5, it can be seen that
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TABLE 5. Aeronautical cognitive radio: summary of the state-of-the-art.

the interweave mode of operation received great attention
whereas the underlay and overlay modes of operation are
ignored for cognitive aeronautical communication systems.
If the primary signal power is higher than the secondary signal
power, then the secondary users create little or insignificant
interference to the primary users. Therefore, the underlay
mode of operation is also an attractive solution for short
range communication systems such as WAIC, indoor wire-
less cabin management system, and inflight infotainment
systems. The overlay mode of operation needs sophisticated
multi-user encoders and multi-user decoders. Till recently,
even the terrestrial communication system designs ignored
these complex transceivers. However, in the recent years,
significant progress has been made in designing the low-
complexity transceivers for the interference-limited systems.
For example, cooperative multi-point (CoMP) transmission
schemes are standardized and made their way into the stan-
dards [110]. Therefore, the overlay mode of operation can be
considered for the digital communications based LDACS 1,
LTE A/G, AeroMACS, etc.

A. COGNITIVE RADIO FOR AIR-GROUND (A/G)
COMMUNICATION
The A/G communication systems are critical for the safe
navigation of the aircraft. Therefore, the transition to the
cognitive radio based systems should be done with utmost
care. The impact of the introduction of the cognitive radio
based systems on the existing A/G infrastructure should
be minimal. Furthermore, it is to be noted that the legacy

A/G communication systems still rely on analog transmis-
sion systems. Due to these reasons, the interweave mode
is the most suitable cognitive mode of operation for the
A/G communication systems. In this mode, through proper
design of the spectrum sensing techniques, the legacy systems
(primary users) can be made oblivious to the presence of
the secondary users. That is, in the interweave mode, the
legacy A/G communication hardware need not be altered
which guarantees a smooth transition of legacy systems into
cognitive radio based systems.

The concept of using the cognitive radio for spectrum sens-
ing and efficient resource allocation for A/G communication
is not novel. An innovative design for frequency hopping uti-
lizing the spectrum sensing capabilities of the cognitive radio
has already been proposed for use in aircraft data link applica-
tions [96]. It assures enhanced resource utilization efficiency
for the frequency hopping systems by allotting resources
in real time and helps in controlling spot jamming through
intelligent sensing of the communications environment.

The cognitive radio architecture envisioned for aeronau-
tical application is demonstrated in Fig. 10. It has a sec-
ondary cognitive radio system in addition to the primary
radio system [17]. The primary system is the existing A/G
radio system that consists of amplitude modulated analog or
digital radios. It makes use of the licensed spectrum to enable
communication between pilots and ground controllers which
remain untouched for safety-of-life reasons. The secondary
radio system, on the other hand, is attached to a technology
that does not take into consideration the situations that inhibit
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FIGURE 10. Cognitive radio for air-ground communications.

the dynamic spectrum access. Hence, it is built on an SDR
that possesses cognition capabilities aided by several sen-
sors. The cognitive algorithms combined with configurable
hardware can take full advantage of varying location of an
aircraft whether it is in the air, en-route and lends themselves
to make use of opportunistic spectrum access and network
connectivity. It also possesses the ability to morph to accom-
modate the aeronautical changing environments and channel
conditions across domestics and international boundaries.
An aeronautical software defined radio (ASDR) platform
can provide this flexibility to comply with countries reg-
ulations governing the spectrum usage and interference.
All these characteristics, enable the secondary system to
detect spectrum holes and make optimum decisions towards
holistic aeronautical spectrum management.

Another important responsibility of the secondary
CR system is aeronautical channel estimation and modeling.
The secondary CR system should possess the intelligence
to learn the channel conditions over the flight route and
establish a history of wireless channel impairments that can
be reused for channel modeling for future flight operations.
As the aircraft always traverse pre-planned route, the accurate
channel parameters collected from different aircraft over a
period of given coordinate location, altitude, and speed holds
true for all the future flight operations along that route.
This channel information collected should include both static
(terrain, buildings, etc.) and dynamic (time varying real-
time parameters) components that are periodically updated

during each flight operation. The aircraft navigation and
radar systems will provide the sensing stimulation to the
cognitive engine. The inertial measurement unit (IMU) used
for flight navigation will provide aircraft speed, pressure,
and altitude. The advance forward-looking radar will provide
the weather conditions that may affect the radio transmission
performance. Global position system (GPS) will provide the
location of the aircraft on global geography. The secondary
CR should combine and analyze this channel information
to create a reliable flight path signature which is stored in
the flight parameter database (FPDB) by which appropriate
spectrum selection and allocation can be made. This infor-
mation from the FPDB is downloaded by the data center in
the ground station and accessed by the Centralized Spectrum
Broker (CSB) upon reaching the destination. It is further
utilized by the secondary CR of every flight traversing along
the same path for efficient selection of modulation schemes
and spectrum bands to be operational within that path [111].
Fig. 11 provides the details of the major components present
in the secondary radio architecture for the aircraft.

It is the responsibility of the CSB to interconnect the sec-
ondary CR of every flight so as to keep track of the channels in
use by the primary radio system and assign the rest to various
secondary applications. This information regarding the chan-
nels utilized by the primary radio system is broadcasted peri-
odically by the CSB to the secondary CR system that prevents
its access and allows efficient management of the unused
channels. One of the significant advantages of having a CSB
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FIGURE 11. On-board secondary radio architecture [111].

is its ability to overcome the unpredictable, non-deterministic
nature of the existing analog radio. The analog radio being
withheld from the transmission when it is idle restricts the
secondary CR from detecting its operational state. By the
time the CR detects the analog signal, it may be too late to
find out that it is using the existing analog radio channel.
The CSB precludes this potential conflict with the current
analog radio channels by preventing the secondary CR from
accessing already assigned radio channels. Thus, the opera-
tion of primary radio backed by the secondary CR solves the
issue of static spectrum allocation and efficiently identify and
access idle spectrum for communication purpose. Once the
secondary CR is tested to qualify for the quality and safety
of life concerns, it can even replace the primary CR thereby
converting it to a backup system [17].

In [97], the centralized cognitive radio based on interweave
mode of operation for the broadband A/G communication
systems in VHF band is investigated. The mission critical
systems are classified as primary users and the systems not
related to the safety, for example, aircraft passenger com-
munication systems, are classified as secondary users. The
spectral allocations are based on the interference cognition
table (ICT), and the ICT is updated based on the Spectrum
Sensing Reports (SSRs) from the secondary users. Moreover,
Non-Continuous Interferometry Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplex (NCI-OFDM) as it can efficiently miti-
gate the peak-to-average power ratio problem and achieves
better bit error rate (BER) in broadband multi-carrier com-
munication systems. In [20], the noncooperative spectrum
sensing technique for B-VHF overlay system is investigated.
The spectrum sensing is based on the Welch windowed
periodogram which falls under the class of energy detectors.

B. COGNITIVE RADIO FOR AIR-AIR COMMUNICATION
AANET offers muti-hop and ad-hoc networking between air-
craft, in addition to direct communication links with ground

stations and satellite terminal. It helps to address the resource
management issues arising from a rapid increase in in-flight
Internet usage and the degraded connectivity issues due to
delay sensitive satellite links. The global mobility achieved
from these platforms, the development of efficient SDR algo-
rithms and high bandwidth processing engines led to the
implementation of Cognitive Aeronautical Software Defined
Radio (CASDR) concept [112], [113]. An intelligent CASDR
possess the ability to configure the system, learn the chan-
nel conditions over the flight route, establish the history
and derive accurate channel parameters for given location,
altitude, and speed. Also, they can take advantage of the
varying frequency bands in different wireless standards with
the location of the aircraft and hence opportunistically access
the spectrum for in-flight network connectivity. Extending the
infinite possibilities of CASDR and combining with wireless
network technology, the concept of AeroWAN (Aeronauti-
cal Wide Area Network) was proposed [114]. It has been
identified that the creation of a broadband AeroWAN with
ground-to-air and air-to-air connectivity can serve as an
industry-wide workhorse to address various communication
needs and simplify the current patchwork system. With
AeroWAN, a large number of aircraft could be servedwith the
wide range of information exchange functions with relatively
few ground stations. The use of multi-purpose CASDRs
in AeroWAN reduces avionics size, cost, complexity and
simplifies transition and expansion.

The same principle of AANET and AeroWAN is listed
in the Requirements for Communication Systems in Future
Passenger Air Transportation as part of Collaborative Avionic
Network [3]. Here, it is recognized that at some point in
flight phases, either by weather or for some other reason,
connection to satellite networks may not provide the adequate
QoS for a remote connection to an Aeronautical Telecom
Network (ATN). In such cases, the CASDR seeks connec-
tivity with a neighboring aircraft in an established range to
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use another CASDR as an air-to-air router for connection
to a satellite network or the ATN. At this point, the aircraft
connects as a guest to one or more neighboring aircraft and
distributes traffic between them by operating in an overlay
cognitive approach. Here the topology used is that of a mesh
network, and the CASDR is assumed to be capable of estab-
lishing connections to the relay, translate, and/or gateway
information, as needed. In fact, they must be capable of:
receive and transmit with the same data formats and on the
same frequency, receive and transmit with the same data
formats but on different frequencies and receive and transmit
with different data formats and on different frequencies or
modulations [115].

C. COGNITIVE RADIO FOR UAS
Cognitive radio enabled UAS possess the potential for
dynamic spectrum access (DSA), and hence, allows accurate
time, frequency, and location allocations of radio spectrum
for communication and control, that too by adhering to
government policies. Such fine-grained allocation fosters
efficient use of the aeronautical spectrum with better
communication capacity.

Unlike a manned aircraft, UAS has stringent communi-
cation requirements since they are controlled by a remote
Pilot in Command (PIC) [52], [99]. A brief overview of
the wireless communication technologies used on commer-
cial and self-built UAVs are furnished in [54]. The UAVs
has communication channels with ATC, pilot and payload
operators for platform safety, remote piloting, and payload
management, respectively. Each of these channels has its
bandwidth, delay, reliability and other performance require-
ments. CR technology offers potential solutions to meet all
these demands through its flexibility in managing the existing
spectrum and exploiting the under-utilized spectrum [21],
[100], [101]. It also supports the development of the next
generation National Airspace System which is anticipated to
be net-centric with the capability of system-wide information
sharing, enabled through the efficient spectrum management
system. Here the operation of CR is controlled through spec-
trum policies loaded into it, which are time-limited and peri-
odically updated known as Time Limited Leases (TLL) [102].
Due to TLL, the CR is not dependent on a specific spectrum
band and can switch between available bands which assure
better flexibility in spectrum reuse.

A detailed survey report on the cognitive radio for UAS is
presented in [6]. In [6], the design issues and research chal-
lenges in the physical layer, MAC layer, network layer, trans-
port layer and application layer are presented. Systematic
analysis quantifying the benefits of adoptingDSA technology
by CR enabled UAS is carried out in [103] and [116] which is
benchmarked against the baseline method that resorts to man-
ual spectrum planning and fixed frequency allocation. Also,
the performance analysis of 802.11a wireless links fromUAV
to ground nodes has been presented in [117] while the incor-
poration of wireless relay communications with UAV has
been discussed in [118]. The possibilities of the UAV relay

network in supporting wireless sensor network connectivity
has been explored in [119]. In this analysis, the significance
of frequency reuse distance in comparison to theUAVdeploy-
ment area size was analyzed as the critical factor towards effi-
cient spectrum utilization by UAS. Further, the dependence
of frequency reuse distance on radio transceiver parameters,
antenna pattern, desired interference to noise ratio levels and
UAV-GroundRadio channel conditionswere also established.
The cooperative compressive spectrum sensing for radio-
location using a UAV is presented in [104]. It concluded
that the potential benefits of CR enabled UAS include larger
communication channel availability with higher reliability,
avoidance of spectrum jamming enabled through dynamic
node pairing and random frequency hopping [120], [121],
reduced propagation loss through optimum spectrum band
selection, robust spectrum pooling with peers and safe access
to encumbered spectrum [102].

D. COGNITIVE RADIO FOR WAIC AND WIRELESS SENSING
In [105], the possibility of deploying a cognitive wireless
cabin management system is proposed as a use-case to
enhance the system robustness through dynamic spectrum
access and efficient interference mitigation. It explores the
option of designing a more flexible avionic system with
reduced cost and system installation towards a more realistic
aircraft cabin environment. It employs a distributed spectrum
sensing system to sense the frequency bands in operation and
enable interference-free spectrum re-assignment for wireless
applications. In [106], cognitive wireless cabin management
system (CWCMS) which operates in the 2.4 GHz ISM band
is presented. Here the cognitive spectrum sensing capabilities
of the decision-making unit are exploited to determine the
potential interferers within the aircraft cabin, based on which
the most promising channel for wireless communication is
chosen. These selected dedicated frequency channels help
in serving various onboard wireless systems in the aircraft.
An OFDM-based cognitive radio system for the WAIC
in 2.4 GHz ISM band is also investigated in [107]. An inter-
weave mode based cognitive radio is considered in [107];
the spectrum sensing unit, decision-making unit and policy
engines are implemented. Nevertheless, the integration of
cognitive functions together with the communication func-
tions on a single SDR platform and the coordination of the CR
with the communication MAC offers the significant advan-
tage of decoupling the spectrum sensing process from the
signal emissions of the system itself.

E. COGNITIVE RADIO FOR SATELLITE
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
The application of cognitive SDRs in satellite communication
for aeronautical applications is also vital. Considering the
satellite network to operate on the Ka-band for future aero-
nautical applications, a combined strategy involving SDRs,
cognitive techniques, and the collaborative avionic system
is proposed to fulfill the demands of the SatCom market.
In such scenarios, the benefits anticipated from cognitive
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radios include the ability to switch between different
modulation types (multi-modulation/ adaptive modulation),
capacity to switch across reconfigurable SatCom net-
works, potential to demodulate the down-converted signals,
simulate the reception scenarios in different flight phases,
resource arbitration capabilities, design, implementation
scalability etc. [3].

F. COGNITIVE RADIO FOR AVIONIC SECURITY
Cognitive radar networks that allow information to be
exchanged at various information abstraction levels and
optimizes the radar performance in highly variable mis-
sion environments are used to improve the performance of
air surveillance radars in littoral environments. They also
have the potential in minimizing their interference with
other systems while at the same time develop counter-
intelligence and react against jamming and anti-radiation
missiles [122].

VII. CHALLENGES OF COGNITIVE RADIO ENABLED
OPERATIONS IN AERONAUTICAL DOMAIN
Cognitive radio holds the potential to fulfill the spectrum
demands of the booming air-transportation industry which
in turn assures better methods to accommodate more traffic
and enhance air-navigation comfort. However, the concept
of using CR for aeronautical applications also raise many
interesting questions for future research and development.
To the best of our knowledge, the fundamental rate region
characterizations of the three operating modes from the aero-
nautical communications perspective has not yet done. The
suitability of various cognitive operating modes, which are
outlined in Section IV, for the aeronautical communication
systems, needs to be investigated. In fact, to ensure efficient
spectrum-aware communications and the safety of aeronau-
tical systems, several challenges need to be addressed for
which extensive research is required in numerous critical
areas [87]. These challenges and the directions for further
research in aeronautical cognitive radio systems are presented
below, and they are also highlighted in the Table 6.

A. CHALLENGES IN CHANNEL MODELING
The dynamic nature of the aircraft motion and the rapidly
changing environment generate varying channel characteris-
tics that are categorized by different types of fading, Doppler
Spread and system delays [123]–[125]. The take-off and

landing speeds are in the range of 100-170 nautical miles/h
while the other phases of flight will have a traveling speed
of 600 nautical miles/h [126]. Also, significant distances
within a range of around 200-500 nautical miles needs to be
monitored/sensed for available data links. These high speeds
and a vast area of operation results in significant delays and
power attenuation of signals followed by Doppler spread that
in turn affects the spectral efficiency [127].

The en-route stage of an aircraft, which is modeled as
a two-ray channel, undergoes dual-Doppler shifts since the
maximumDoppler shift frequency (fdmax for an aircraft is sig-
nificantly high [112]. The LOS Doppler shift will represent
a deterministic Doppler shift that can be tracked and cor-
rected by traditional frequency shift algorithms [128] while
the reflected path will depict a random Doppler, which can
span anywhere between fdmax to−fdmax with a narrowDoppler
spread [129]. Also, aircraft undergo large scale and small
scale fading effects due to their changing altitude and speed.
Therefore, the OFDM receiver must be capable of estimating
the dual-Doppler shifts [123] and correct them to reduce
the effects of orthogonality deterioration between subcarriers
which results in inter-channel interference (ICI) [130]. Thus,
Doppler shift due to an aircraft is far larger than that experi-
enced in cellular communication and hence play a significant
role in aeronautical channel modeling [112].

Theoretical analysis and studies along with empirical data
on channel measurement for wide band and narrow band
aeronautical channels showed Rician fading with a strong
line-of-sight (LOS) dominant signal existence for most of
the time [131]. However, severe fading was recorded during
take-off and landing since Rician fading will progressively
turn to Rayleigh fading as the plane lowers its altitude and
vice-versa [132], [133]. As a potential method to increase the
spectral efficiency, OFDM based systems are today evaluated
for aeronautical propagation environments. To sum-up, the
high-speed mobility and the constantly evolving environment
of an aircraft adds challenges to channel modeling and the
design of system physical layer.

B. CHALLENGES IN SPECTRUM SENSING
As discussed earlier, for the mission-critical communication
systems, interweave mode of operation is the preferred cog-
nitive mode of operation. In the interweave mode, the sec-
ondary users perform spectrum sensing to detect the activity

TABLE 6. Challenges for cognitive radio enabled aeronautical communication systems.
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of the primary user. Major challenges in the design of the
spectrum sensing are:

• Selection of the thresholds for the probability of false
alarm and probability of missed detection

• Sensing-throughput tradeoff
• Hardware for spectrum sensing
• Centralized versus distributed spectrum sensing and
location of the spectrum sensing unit.

In the aeronautical systems, the spectrum sensing is a bigger
challenge compared to that of the terrestrial systems. The
fading of the wireless channel makes the detection of the
primary user extremely difficult. Unlike the terrestrial sys-
tems, the failure to detect the primary user may have grave
consequences for mission critical services like DME.

The probability of missed detection and probability of false
alarms are the key performance metrics for the cognitive
radio. In the case of missed detection, the secondary user
falsely declares that the primary user is absent, and the sec-
ondary user transmits the data along with the primary user.
It results in the outage of the primary user that is disastrous
for mission critical services. Hence, the probability of the
missed detection should be zero in the case of aeronautical
communications. Achieving such stringent limits in the per-
formance is a huge challenge. In the case of the probability
of false alarm, the sensing unit may wrongly classify that the
primary user is present even though the primary user is absent.
In such cases, the secondary user remains idle, and it results in
reduced throughout for the secondary user. Hence, selection
of the thresholds for the probability of the false alarm is a
challenge.

Another major issue in the spectrum sensing is the sensing-
throughput tradeoff [134]. The accuracy of the spectrum sens-
ing depends on the amount of time the receiver observes the
environment to take a decision. The accuracy of the decision
is proportional to the sensing time. However, as the sensing
time increases, the secondary user’s throughput reduces as
it remains idle without transmitting the data. Finding the
right balance between the sensing time and throughput is
a tremendous challenge due to the very strict criteria for
the probability of missed detection in aeronautical systems.
Spectrum sensing from aeronautical communication systems
are carried out in [20] and [97].

The design of the hardware for the spectrum sensing is
also an enormous challenge. In the aeronautical systems, the
primary users may transmit the signals over a broad range of
frequencies as illustrated in Sections II and III. Furthermore,
these bands are not contiguous. Therefore, the spectrum sens-
ing unit needs radio frequency (RF) antennas and power
amplifiers that should operate over a wide bandwidth. The
design of the wideband RF front-end elements is an enormous
challenge.

The positioning of the spectrum sensing unit is another key
challenge that needs immediate attention. The extended cov-
erage area in the aeronautical domain prohibits the placement
of the sensing unit in the ground station. But this physical
separation of sensing unit from the ground stations demand

relatively higher power supply onboard where devices are
battery operated and power constrained. In aeronautical sys-
tems, different applications such as text, video, image, aircraft
health parameters (temperature, cabin pressure, air data,
vibration control, emergency lighting, humidity and corro-
sion, etc.), sensor data (door sensors, proximity sensor, engine
sensor, landing gear sensor, etc.) have different data rate
requirements. Depending on the data rate requirements, the
most power-efficient spectrum band needs to be used. Even
if a functional sensing system is feasible in terms of power
considerations, the realization of such a system may be sig-
nificantly affected by other issues like system cost, airframe
structural integrity, and antenna considerations. Modifying
the existing aircraft structure for the purpose of mounting new
antennas for the spectrum sensing unit can be prohibitively
expensive in terms of money as well as power consumption.
An additional requirement is the cabling that runs from the
antenna to the transceiver that may demand reinforcement of
the airframe itself so as to maintain its structural integrity.

C. CHALLENGES IN ENCODER AND DECODER DESIGN
In the overlay mode, the cognitive user should detect the
signal from the primary user. If the primary transmitter to
the secondary transmitter link is weak, then the secondary
transmitter cannot detect the signal from the primary user.
It may lead to the degradation of the achievable rates for both
the users. Furthermore, the overlay network is modeled as an
interference channel. The optimal transmission strategies for
the interference channel is known only for limited scenarios
such as weak and strong interference regimes [92]. If the
interference is moderate, the optimal transmission strategies
are not yet known. Therefore, the design of the practical
coding schemes for the overlay mode of operation is a chal-
lenge. The rate region characterization of the overlay mode
of operation is also an open problem.

Recently, interference alignment (IA) is proposed for the
moderate interference regime. In the case of IA, all the trans-
mitters need the global CSI [135]. Obtaining the global CSI
may be a challenging task in aeronautical systems. IA with
limited feedback and blind IA are few interesting alternatives
that need to be explored further [136]. Hierarchical transmis-
sion mode for overlay cognitive mode is another promising
option. In [137], time domain and frequency domain hierar-
chical modulation schemes are proposed for the overlaymode
in terrestrial cognitive networks. Similar studies need to be
done for the aeronautical cognitive radio networks also.

D. CHALLENGES IN RESOURCE ALLOCATION
In the underlay mode, the secondary user should have the
knowledge of the total interference temperature at the primary
user. The interference temperature should be measured at the
primary receiver, and this information should be conveyed to
the secondary user. Furthermore, the secondary user should
have the knowledge of the channel state information from its
transmitter to the primary receiver. The secondary user should
utilize this information to optimize its transmission power and
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bandwidth utilization. However, obtaining the channel state
information (CSI) information in aeronautical systems is an
enormous challenge. In practice, it may not be possible to
obtain the exact CSI due to the large overhead involved with
the CSI feedback. Resource allocation with limited feedback
such as quantized feedback needs to be investigated. The
analytical tools from the game theory are widely used for
the resource allocation in terrestrial cognitive radio networks.
Game theoric tools can also be used to study the problem
of resource allocation in aeronautical domain [138]–[141].
Also, the tradeoff between the performance loss and ease of
implementation needs to be investigated [142].

E. COMPLIANCE ISSUES
In the case of terrestrial cellular networks, the organiza-
tions such as 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
maintains the standards related to the technological aspects
of the communication systems. In the case of avion-
ics, the standards are defined by the Aeronautical Radio,
Incorporated (ARINC) [144]–[146]. The ARINC includes
aircraft manufacturers, avionics equipment manufacturers,
and airline operators. The Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC) appointed ARINC as the licensee of the
aeronautical spectrum. The Airlines Electronic Engineering
Committee (AEEC) develops the engineering and technical
standards for avionics according to the ARINC Standards
Development Document (ASDD) [147]. The ARINC copy-
rights and maintains the standards drawn up by AEEC, and
these standards are known as ARINC standards.

The ARINC standards are organized into 400 series,
500 series, 600 series, 700series, and 800 series as shown in
Table 7. The protocols related to avionics and cabin systems
are described by these standards. As shown in Table 7, the
ARINC standards are classified into three classes: character-
istics, specifications, and reports. The characteristics define
the form, fit and function of the equipment and the protocols.
The specification defines communication and networking
standards along with the standards for the physical packaging
of the equipment. The reports provide the guidelines for
the safe practices in the maintenance and flight simulator
engineering. The ARINC 400 series describes the wiring,
installation, data bus and database related standards for the
avionics [148]. The 500 series describes analog avion-
ics related standards [149]. The ARINC 600 series
describes the references for the avionics described by

ARINC 700 series [150]. The ARINC 700 Series describes
the digital communication-related standards such as DME,
GNSS receiver, VHF data radio, ACARS, data units for
L-band, Ku-band, and Ka-band, etc. [151]. The ARINC
800 series describes the networking, including fiber
optics-based networks, standards [152].

The cognitive radio based aeronautical communication
protocols should be compatible with the legacy avionics
systems. The compliance to the ARINC standards ensures
seamless integration of the cognitive radio based avionics
into the traditional avionics systems. Moreover, new ARINC
standards for the cognitive radio based avionics should be
developed as per the procedures outlined in ASDD [147].

F. SAFETY ISSUES
The Aerospace Recommended Practice 4754 (ARP 4754)
and ARP 4761 provide the guidelines and methods for
the validation of the safety aspects of the aeronautical
systems [153], [154]. In [154], failures of the systems, based
on the impact they create on the aircraft, are categorized as
no safety effect, minor, major, hazardous and catastrophic;
each of these categories is associated with a distinct target
probability. The no safety effect and minor events can be
probable. For example, the loss of communication links of
the passengers (e.g., onboard broadband communication link)
can be categorized as no safety effect or minor events. The
catastrophic failure must be extremely improbable, and the
minor failures can be probable. According to ARP 4761, total
loss of communication between the aircraft and ground sta-
tion, and total loss of navigation is categorized as a hazardous
event; misleading/malfunction is classified as a major event.

In the traditional orthogonal transmission based aeronauti-
cal systems, the primary sources of the outage (total loss) of
the communication link are the unintended interferences and
fading of the wireless channel. The sources of unwanted inter-
ferences typically include the interference from the ignition
noise, the leakage of the signals from the adjacent channels
and the leakages from the faulty cables, etc. The probability
of occurrence of these events can be minimized through
the implementation of efficient detection strategies, which
are robust to the fading and unintended interferences, and
through careful planning of the resource allocation.

On the other hand, in the proposed cognitive radio based
systems, the interference also comes from the unlicensed
access of the spectrum. This interference needs to be avoided

TABLE 7. ARINC standards [143].
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through the careful design of the cognitive radio based
transmission schemes. In the case of interweave mode, if the
secondary users fail to detect the presence of the primary
user (missed detection), then both the primary and secondary
user transmits simultaneously, leading to the total loss of
communication link. If the missed detection happens during
the critical phase of the flight such as landing/takeoff, it leads
to hazardous or catastrophic event [155]. Therefore, the target
missed detection probability should be carefully selected.
This issue can be resolved through the proper selection of the
probability of the missed detection and through the design
of robust spectrum sensing techniques which meets the strin-
gent missed detection probabilities. In the case of overlay
mode, both primary and secondary receivers are interference-
limited. The system performance is measured in terms of out-
age probability, and both primary and secondary transceivers
should employ robust interference mitigation strategies to
avoid the outage of the communication links. In the case of
underlay mode, the presence of the unlicensed user increases
the interference temperature at the primary receiver. If the
interference temperature exceeds a specified threshold, the
communication link fails. Another challenge is the selection
of the transmission power at the secondary transmitter such
that the primary communication link is not in the outage.
The interference threshold should be selected after extensive
field studies, and the secondary transmission power should be
allocated such that the airworthiness standards of the avionics
are not violated.

G. PROTOTYPING OF THE AERONAUTICAL
COGNITIVE RADIO SYSTEMS
Amajor hurdle to continued progress in this field is the inabil-
ity to test, evaluate, and demonstrate cognitive networking
technology conclusively, at scale and in real-world due to
the interdisciplinary nature of the aeronautical deployment
scenarios. It calls for the development of a set of cognitive
networking testbeds that can be used in real-time in aircraft
to evaluate their performance accuracy at various stages of
their operation. They should possess high-speed and low
complexity processing units (DSPs or FPGAs) performing
computationally demanding signal processing tasks with rel-
atively little delay. Furthermore, interoperability over a wide
range of spectrum bands is necessary since different bands are
used in different flight domains (C-band in airport surface,
VHF band, and L-band in the continental airspace, satellite-
based solutions for remote, oceanic and polar domains) [156].
Nevertheless, with cognitive spectrum sensing incorporated
in a safety for life scenario, the stakes are significantly high
to maintain accuracy in various phases of spectrum sensing
and its allocation [19]. The most significant among them
include the safety-of-life concern, aeronautical channel mod-
eling with the design of the system physical layer, power effi-
ciency on board, the need for efficient interference mitigation
mechanisms, etc.

In essence, cognitive radio-based opportunistic spectrum
utilization should help in realizing low energy long-range,

two-way digital communication systems by offering a
direct trade-off between bandwidth and power efficiency,
and exploring less complex transmission opportunities.
To mitigate the impacts of the challenges mentioned above,
the design of the next generation air-traffic system needs
to be precise enough to accommodate the required spec-
ifications that may require extensive research. However,
timely decision making and forward thinking may allow
aircraft manufacturers to plan and incorporate modifica-
tions that would accommodate the potential system require-
ments of a cognitive spectrum sensing unit with dynamic
spectrum access capability into their aircraft with the idea
that long-term planning is always cheaper than last minute
modifications.

VIII. CONCLUSION
The extensive proliferation of wireless technologies and the
increased air traffic is expected to result in a radio traffic jam
in the aeronautical domain over the next decade. This prob-
lem must be addressed via technology and regulatory inno-
vations for significant enhancement in spectrum efficiency,
increased robustness, and better performance of the aero-
nautical communication networks. Dynamic spectrum access
enabled through cognitive spectrum sensing has been iden-
tified as a high-impact disruptive technological innovation
that promises solutions to the anticipated spectrum scarcity
problems inwireless communication networks. Incorporating
the same in the aeronautical domain will undoubtedly play a
crucial role in addressing the challenges of static spectrum
allocation and hence support the increasing air-traffic needs.
These challenges are discussed and summarized in this arti-
cle with an emphasis on the aeronautical spectrum manage-
ment trends. From the technological perspective, cognitive
radio systems are gradually evolving in the aeronautical and
aerospace industry where high data rate links are fundamental
in providing advanced services that would be very useful for
air navigation and traffic management. In fact, higher-data-
rate and larger bandwidth links will enable additional features
that will offer better safety systems and support automatic
communication, pilot assistance, and air traffic optimization.
This paper provides a basic overview of the scenarios where
cognitive radio is employed in an aeronautical domain includ-
ing air-to-ground communication, air-to-air communication,
in-flight infotainment applications, unmanned aerial vehicle
navigation, and avionic security purposes. Furthermore, this
paper discusses the issues and challenges that are unique
to the aeronautical systems such as stringent airworthiness
requirements, compliance to the ARINC, etc. Although cog-
nitive radio has been a research hotspot since last decade, its
application in safety critical scenarios like the aeronautical
domain is still struggling to gain acceptance. However, with
future aeronautical network awaiting to support a steady
increase in traffic along with enhanced data rate demands,
embracing innovative spectrum management techniques like
cognitive radio is vital for aeronautic system sustainability.
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